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ABSTRACT

Like-sign dileptons are a signature for gluino production. This signature

is examined for rn_ = 300 GeV. The proposed GEM central tracker has

sufficient resolution to determine the signs of the electrons. The muons are

trivially measured.

Since gluinos are Majorana fermions, they decay equally into e+X and e-J(, giving

isolated like-sign dileptons. "ro examine this signature, 50000 gluino events with m b =

300GEV, ,u = -300GEV, and tan/_ = 2 were generated using ISAJET 6.43 with the

full cascade decays of the minimal supersymmetric model. I Isolated e and # leptons with

ET < 5 GeV in a cone AR = 0.2 and with 1771< 2.5 were selected. A total of 886 events

in which the two highest PT such leptons had the same sign were found, corresponding to

a cross section of 114pb. It has been shown 2 that the standard-model backgrounds for

isolated like-sign dileptons axe negligible.

The transverse momenta of the highest and second-highest/rr leptons are shown in

Fig. 1. It is clear that the signs of the muons can be trivially determined by the GEM

muon system.

A more interesting question is whether the signs of electrons can be determined by the

central tracker. The baseline resolution is given by

a(I/pr)= _Pr, 1,71< _c, (I_)
(1lwr)
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where

e = 2 x 10 -3 GeV "-1,

_7o= -In tan = 1.5.
,i

II The constant term in the resolution is irrelevant for sign determination. The energies of

the electrons are well measured by the calorimeter, so only the signs have to be determined

by the tracking. Since the resolution is Gaussian in 1/p, the number of standard deviations

li S between a positive and a negative sign is given by

s= )ii
The distribution of S is plotted in Fig. 2 for the highest and the second-highest p_- like-sign

dileptons. The integrM S distributions are shown in Fig. 3. Evidently the signs of all the

secon_aleptons and of most of the first ones axe well determined. This would remain true

even !_.fthe resolution were degraded or the mass were increased by a factor of a few.

Gluinos can also give signatures with three, four, and five leptons or with a Z ° _ e+e -

plus i_ lepton. For these multilepton signatures, the ability to measure e± as well as #± is

incre:J_singly important. While the SDC tracking system is clearly better, the GEM central

tracking seems to be adequate to measure the signs of most of the electrons for interesting

gluino masses.
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Figure 1: Pr distributions for like-sign dileptons. Solid: Highest Pr lepton.
Dotted:: Second highest Pr lepton.
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Figure 2: Significance S distribution for deterinination of lepton sign using
GEM central tracker. Solid: Highest Fr lepton. Dotted: Second highest

/rr lepton.
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_'igure 3: Significance S integral distribution for determination of lepton

sign using GEM central tracker. Solid: Highest PT lepton° Dotted: Second

higheet Pr lepton. For large S both curves approach 114 pb.
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